Spears Racing Intiminators
"I purchased a 2016 Honda CBR500R to race in the MRA 500 Production Cup series. The
Production Cup series is designed as a “spec racing” class, allowing only minimal
modifications, making it challenging to extract race performance out of a non-race bike.
A major challenge is getting good feel out of the suspension of the CBR500R. Out of the
box, the geometry is way off and the suspension is far too soft, with poor damping,
causing serious “pogo” and “chatter” entering and exiting corners.

Having seen the amazing work Gregg at Spears Racing has done transforming similar
lightweight bikes into serious race machines (Yamaha R3 and Suzuki SV650), I knew who
to call! Gregg sent me a set of the Spears Racing Intiminators for my Honda and helped
dial in my setup over a race weekend. All I can say is “wow”!. With a few adjustments
to geometry and a move from 5wt to 10wt oil, I was able to drop over 10 seconds over
the course of the weekend. I ended with a personal best at the track on my CBR500R
and came within 0.3 seconds of the 500 Production Cup track record!

I have tried similar products in the past, however the Intiminators really are a next-level
product. Similar products require you to run heavier fork oil to get proper damping,
resulting in changes in how the bike feels as the temperatures change throughout the
day. The genius of the Intiminators is that you are able to run a lighter weight fork oil
and still have great compression and rebound damping. This really builds confidence
when riding the bike…more confidence equals faster times; bottom line.

Thanks a TON Gregg and Spears Racing for this awesome product and the amazing
support! Looking forward to going even faster with your help!
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